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Stress Research in Hollow Core Flat Slab
and Applications
Thang Duc Hoang and Nam Ba Nguyen

Abstract Hollow core flat slab is currently a superior solution compared to traditional reinforced concrete slab in today’s construction to help save materials, reduce
construction time, thereby saving construction costs significantly while providing a
variety of functionality. It brings cool and airy spaces while saving energy in line with
the trend of green construction and sustainable energy development in Vietnam and
in the world as well. This paper aims to examine the methods of structural calculation
and stress analysis of hollow core flat slab through actual cases and then, compare the
results of the calculation methods with the measured ones at the actual projects using
hollow core flat slab. The finite element method of 3D modeling in commercial Etabs
and Ansys software was used to simulate the stresses of the hollow core slab and the
column mushroom area. A few simple formulas to calculate the equivalent exchange
of flexural stiffness and slab weight were used in analytical methods. The results
show that if using Etabs software in the design, the stress and deflection calculated
by the wall method are the closest to reality while the slab method gives the biggest
error. The achieved results and analytical data of this study can be used as a reference
for engineers.
Keywords Flat slab · Stresses · Finite element method · Model error

1 Introduction
Hollow core flat slab are flat reinforced concrete slabs with a hollow core in the form
of a box, sphere or a frustum. This slab solution starts to be more popularly used in
Vietnam recently in order to reduce slab weight, stretch with large spans, insulate
sound and save construction costs. Hollow core flat slabs are divided into two types:
One-way and two-way hollow core flat slabs (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 a One-way hollow
core flat slab. b Two-way
hollow core flat slab

Although there are many advantages compared to traditional reinforced concrete
slab and other flat slab solutions, this solution still faces many obstacles as not
many people understand profoundly how the core slab structure works. Bringing in
solutions for calculating structure and studying stress in hollow core flat slabs will
offer engineers more suitable choices when applying calculation and design of large
span flat slabs to ensure the quality of the project and, therefore, gradually make this
superior hollow core slab solution become more popular among domestic users.

2 Calculation Method
2.1 Analytical Method
The slab has a hollow structure in the core where the stress is relatively small when
the slab is bent. The remainder of the concrete can be considered as I-beams arranged
consecutively and linked together at the flap to calculate. For slabs bearing simple
loads (slabs with regular column grids and the load is evenly distributed), it is possible
to separate I-beam parts that are bent horizontally (Fig. 2).
Then, the formula of material strength is used to calculate the components of the
stress (1) and deformation in hollow core flat slab:
σz =

Fig. 2 I-beam cross-section
is subject to flat horizontal
bending
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In fact, nearly all constructions often have complex grid structure and unevenly
distributed or concentrated load. Nowadays, finite element models have become an
indispensable tool to save time and provide accurate results. However, most of the
popular structural calculation models today have errors because the model does not
accurately simulate the geometric structure of hollow core slab. Only a few models
can do it, namely the block model using Ansys software to help the simulation closest
to reality. In this study, the author will use the model by Ansys software and compare
the results with the popular Etabs software today.

2.2 Finite Element Method
2.2.1

Solid Element Model with Ansys Software

This is the model to provide the closest results to reality by simulating the hollow
geometric dimensions through solid elements. However, this model is only suitable
for research and assessment because it takes a lot of time to build the model and
depends on computer hardware (Fig. 3).
Shell Elements Model with Etabs Software
In this model, the hollow core flat slab is modeled by shell elements and consists
of a web plate and a flange plate. The web plate is simulated by wall elements, the
flange plate is simulated by slab elements linked together through the node elements
(Fig. 4).
This is an approximate modeling based on meeting the requirement that the flexural stiffness of the converted section and the actual cross section are equal. Equivalent model has the moment of inertia Ix and weight P equivalent to the actual model.
This model has the closest results to the solid model.

Fig. 3 a Ansys 2019R1 mode. b Slab cross section in Ansys model
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Fig. 4 Shell elements model
in etabs software

Fig. 5 Conversion slab
elements model in etabs
software

Frame Model with Etabs Software
The hollow core flat slab is modeled by an orthogonal I-beam through frame elements
linked together at the point elements. This model is conducted relatively fast and
accurately reflects the overall rigidity of the building.
However, this method is only suitable for medium-sized projects and it is limited
to the calculation of the stresses in the hollow slab area through the internal force of
the frame elements.
Conversion Slab Model with Etabs Software
The hollow-core flat slabs are exchanged to solid slabs with the same weight and
bending stiffness (Fig. 5). The model is approximate on the basis of meeting the
requirement that the flexural stiffness of the converted section and the actual section
are equal. The model has the moment of inertia Ix and weight P equivalent to the
actual model.
This is a simple simulation with short modelling time, so it is suitable for largescale projects. However, the error in this model is the biggest. In the article, the author
will provide the errors in some common span intervals for engineers to consider when
designing.

3 Results and Discussions
Input Parameters
See Tables 1, 2 and 3.
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Table 1 Input slabs typical parameters
Span (m)

Slab thickness
(mm)

Mushroom
thickness (mm)

Span (m)

Slab thickness
(mm)

Mushroom
thickness (mm)

6

250

250

10

390

390

7

290

290

11

420

420

8

320

320

12

460

460

9

360

360

Table 2 Input material [1]
Type

Tensile strength
(Rs) (Mpa)

Compressive
strength (Rb)
(Mpa)

Concrete

1.05

13

Steel (CB300V)

260

260

225

210,000

Steel (CB400V)

350

350

290

200,000

Table 3 Input load

Static load (kg/m2 )
Live load

(kg/m2 )

Brick wall load (kg/m2 )

Shear strength
(Rsw) (Mpa)

Module of
elasticity
E (Mpa)
29,000

120
150
400

Fig. 6 Simulated stresses by four methods: a Solid. b Wall. c Frame. d Slab
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Results and Discussions
Figure 6 shows that the bottom stresses in hollow core slab are generally concentrated
in the middle of the two-column span and they are the greatest in the center; slab
upper stresses are mainly concentrated in column mushroom. Regarding the frame
and slab methods, the stress is calculated through internal force (Fig. 7c, d).
Figure 7 shows that the slab deflection shifts gradually towards the middle of the
span and is the greatest in the center. The column head positions are not absolutely
rigid; however, the column size is increased following span length to ensure that the
column stiffness is not less than that of the slab.
Figures 8 and 9 show comparison between the results of the stress and deflection
using all the calculation methods in this study. As shown in Fig. 8, stress increases
from 5 to 10% at 5–7 m spans and at these spans, the errors (only from 1 to 3%) are
small compared to the result using solid models. Stress increases from 10 to 15%
at 8–12 m spans. However, from the span of 9 m upwards it shows bigger error,
correspondingly 5–10% for the wall model, 10–15% for the frame and conversion
slab model. At the same time, it is found that the stress of the solid method always
gives the smallest stress results, the frame method and conversion slab method give
the greatest stress results.
Figure 9 shows that the deflection in hollow core slab also rises gradually as the
corresponding span increases. The deflection goes up from 20 to 40% at 5–7 m spans
and has error in comparison with the solid method from 6 to 12%; For spans from 8
to 12 m, the deflection grows only from 15 to 30%; However, the error in these spans
is 12–24%. At the same time, it can be seen that the deflection of the solid method
always gives the smallest deflection result, the frame method and the converted slab
method give the biggest deflection result.
According to the actual load test report [2] and in comparison with the design
report of the smartphone factory project in Hoa Lac which is designed following the
conversion flat slab method, the results of cracking and deflection of design report
is 15% smaller with 9 m span and 20% smaller with 12.5 m span. The above results
are consistent with the research results of the article.

Fig. 7 Simulated deflection by four methods: a Solid. b Frame
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Fig. 8 Synthesis of stresses at: a Bottom plate, b top plate, c web plate, d Mushroom
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Fig. 9 Synthesis of deflection according to methods

4 Conclusions
This study presents the application of different methods (The solid, wall, frame and
slab methods) to calculate the stress and deflection in hollow core flat slab. The
results show that (i) The wall model method provides the closest results to the reality
(solid model) and the conversion slab method shows the biggest error. However,
this method is more convenient in design process; (ii) The difference between the
simulated and the observation is acceptable in the slab span from 5 to 8 m, but that
difference is remarkable regarding the slab span longer than 9 m. The results in this
study can serve as references for engineers in design process.
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